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Need a dedicated kit? Choose
SmartCAN

Did You Know?
Insurance and Towbars

The most cost-effective
and easy to fit CANbus
system, perfect for 2015
Cost-effective
SmartCAN is the most
competitively priced CANbus
system, especially if you take
into account the built-in Combi function
Easy to fit

It was reported in one of the
caravan magazines recently
that some insurers were
turning down claims if the car
concerned had had a towbar
fitted and
the insurance
company had not been
previously notified.

Modification?

The built-in Combi function is controlled through the CAN by the engine
revs, so there are no voltage-drop issues in cars with smart charging

Apparently some insurers
regard the towbar as a
modification (even if you
declare that you will be
towing). This can lead, at best,
to an extra fee and, at worst, to
a claim being rejected.

Cheap to stock

Always inform

There’s no need to carry many different kits to cover a range of cars.
With SmartCAN you can carry just two types, Standard and GM.
Between them, these cover all the vehicles on our application list

The moral of this story is that
it would always be safest for
owners to let their insurers
know when they have a towbar
fitted to their vehicle.

With PosiTap connection to the vehicle’s CAN wires and PowerTap
plug-in power source, SmartCAN is even quicker than fitting a bypass.
Built-in Combi function

(See http://www.rydertowing.co.uk/vehicle-data/sheets).
Carry a roll of signal cable
Add a small roll of CANbus signal cable* to your stock and everything
else is standard towbar electrics. (*TV152125: 50M, £19.87)
Fully compatible and interactive with the host vehicles
Once installed, SmartCAN identifies with the vehicle and becomes
dedicated. It confirms this with a regular one-second LED flash.
Fully codeable
If the vehicle requires to be coded for towing, SmartCAN is completely
compatible

Choose SmartCAN
So, whether you are already fitting CANbus kits or think it’s time you
did, this is an excellent time to choose the ideal CANbus system –
SmartCAN for 2015

Pass it on
I suggest that you include this
recommendation
in
the
information pack you give to
your customers when you have
finished the job, and draw
their attention to it.
David Ryder
P.S. I’ve just phoned my
insurer to check about the bar
on my car
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